Instantly confirm the identity of your applicants

ID Verify is a convenient way to validate the identity of online applicants by quickly authenticating personal ID documents — such as driver’s licenses and passports — within the RENTCafé leasing workflow.

Easy and reliable

ID Verify is an advanced cloud-based solution that uses computer vision and artificial intelligence to classify and authenticate ID documents.

It takes only seconds to confirm an applicant’s identity. ID Verify captures a quality ID image, authenticates the ID and then captures a selfie of the applicant to validate a match.

Optional face biometric comparison

Tested with millions of selfies and ID documents, this feature uses sophisticated face comparison technology to automatically compare the photo extracted from the ID document with a selfie — thereby proving the person submitting the ID document is the rightful owner.

Automated verification

For optimal processing, guided document capture helps applicants take photos of ID documents using a smartphone or tablet. Next, ID Verify applies computer vision algorithms that recognize and classify thousands of diverse ID documents to reliably extract personal information. Finally, it uses a combination of AI techniques to analyze multiple security elements and provide a final authenticity judgement.

Ready to start using ID Verify?
Contact your Yardi account manager at 800.866.1144